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Distribution
This article is evolving. It is distributed with the intention from my side to
get feedback in order to improve this article. Further distribution is allowed if the
document is not changed.

1 Introduction
This article makes an attempt to visualize a small number of basic Linux concepts
and know how. Since Linux inherits nearly all of its characteristics from UNIX,
most visualizations hold for UNIX in general.
Readers
are
urged
to
send
feedback
to:
gerrit.muller@philips.com
in order to improve the visualization.
Main purpose of this visualization is to create overview and insight. Most diagrams are simplied on purpose, to enable the build up of overview. Complete
information is abundantly available in how-to’s, manual pages, info-files, web
pages, faq’s etcetera. The amount of information makes it difficult to maintain
the overview.
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2 Users, Desktops and Servers
2.1 Client server model in general
In the UNIX world the concept of servers has been used for a long time. Services
are available transparently to all users, by means of the omnipresent network. The
users access these services through a desktop (or client, workstation, console, . . . ).
Desktops exists in a spectrum of flavours from X-terminals, via diskless clients to
full blown workstations. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of desktop flavours.
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Figure 1: The spectrum of desktop flavours
Users and desktops are independent in the UNIX world, any user can use any
desktop which is connected to the infrastructure. The desktop is an access point to
information rather than a Personal Computer.
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Figure 2: Users, Desktops and Servers
Figure 2 shows a simple view of the world with users roaming around and
working somewhere on one or even several desktops. Part of the infrastructure,
like printers, is in the offices, while the rest is invisible for instance in the basement
or computer room.
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2.2 A Linux desktop
Figure 3 shows the desktop, detailing some of the entities visible to the user:
desktop machine The physical machine (computer, monitor etc) on which Linux
and applications are running
virtual console A console is the access point to the running computer for a human user. By virtualizing the console the physical console can be used for
independent applications at the same time, although of couse only one application at the time is connected to the real console.
session On the console the user starts a session by logging in, and ends it by logging out. Dependent on the installed window manager he will be working in
a windowed desktop environment. Applications run within this environment.
tools UNIX systems make heavily use of small tools. The power of UNIX is
that these tools can be connected together to form more powerful tools. In
combination with a windowing User Interface which enables the user to work
at multiple tasks a flexible and powerful desktop is offered.
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Figure 3: The user visisble entities of a client and the enabling invisible software.
Naive users will not see the virtual console. The virtual console is an advanced
feature of Linux enabling the user to use the physical desktop for multiple purposes,
mostly used for troubleshooting in the installation phase. By using the ALT key in
combination with a numeric key the visible console is selected, without disturbing
the state of the other (virtual) consoles.
At the right hand side of the figure the software is shown which silently enables
the desktop appearance. Kernel, infrastructure daemons and windowing manager
are normally running. The applications and tools rely heavily on the forking mechanism: starting a new task is done by cloning a new process which will do the
required task concurrently with the existing tasks. Every window has one or more
processes running underneath to do the work.
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3 The map of Linux country
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Figure 4: The map of Linux country
Figure 4 shows a map of most well known parts of Linux. The diagram suggests a layering, modules higher in the diagram depend on modules lower, while
no dependency should exist from lower to higher modules. The entities in this
diagram are loosely defined, it is the larger picture which counts.
In [2] diagrams are shown of the Linux kernel as a result of an architecture
extraction study. More details are shown in [1] and [3].
The Linux file hierarchy is defined in the FHS, Filesystem Hierarchy Standard [5]. This standard, edited by Daniel Quinlan, is very readible and clearly
defines the hierarchy and the reasoning behind it.
Two basic concepts are mentioned in the standard to help understand its structure:
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Figure 5: Typical Linux file hierarchy
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Table 1: Summary of an FHS compliant system, table copied from FHS standard [5].

 shareable for multiple systems
 static versus variable

Shareable data will be stored on the network, easing maintenance and preserving diskspace, while unshareable data, which is system specific will be stored
locally.
Static data, which is data which does not change often and is changed only by
the system administrator, is mounted read only, which makes it more robust.
Table 1, taken from the FHS document, summarizes these two properties and
shows a few examples of directories belonging to these categories.
Table 2 is an extension of Table 1 showing for a minimal client PC, the diskless
client in figure 1, the file hierarchy. /it is this true? where reside /var/run and
/var/lock in memory? uses a diskless client BOOTP during the BIOS boot? I
would like to show here the configuration where the network aspect is maximized,
while using "standard" PC’s
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Table 2: The file hierarchy allocated to a minimal PC client and a server
Performance and gracefull degradation requirements can shift more directories
the client. Most performance arguments tend to be too qualitative; due to the effectiveness of the UNIX (file) caching the performance is not very sensitive for the
storage location of the original data.
Gracefull degradation is in daily work a very important consideration which
requires the design of a network as a single system. Redundancy of the right information and services is the key to success. Often redundancy of data at all clients is
not the most optimal solution, especially if you look at updates and synchronization.
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4 Start up sequence
From power on to running applications is a stepwise process, called booting. Figure
6 shows this process as 6 major steps:
BIOS Boot brings the system from power up into a well defined state, to enable
the booting of an OS
LILO Bootmanager enables the co-existence of multiple operating systems on
a single machine. In this step the operating system to be booted and the
parameters to be used are selected.
Kernel Boot This is the Linux specific start, where hardware is detected and the
hardware and the kernel are initialized.
Init The Init process is the first process to be started, which in turn starts all other
kernel, service and windowing processes.
Login The Login specializes the desktop configuration to the user’s wishes according to the stored user profile. An environment is created, which defines
the context for the applications.
Start Application Running an application in UNIX involves the forking of a new
process which will execute the required application.
Every step in this start up process is an extension of configuration. These
configuration extensions are defined in human readible files. Once the function and
the place of these files is known this design eases problem searching (all control
information is readable) and solving (because it is also editable).
Currently the trend is to provide graphical frontends for all of these textfiles,
supporting a "naive" user, while the problem searching capability is preserved.
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Figure 6: Typical Linux start up sequence
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5 Networking
Network protocols form a layered structure. Figure 7 shows 3 layers of network
adressing and the mapping to translate one address in the address of the next layer.
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Figure 7: Layering of network addressing and the required translations
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History
Version 2.2, october 10th 1999
 minor editorial changes
 Minor adaptions to the figures to enable re-use in presentations.
Version 2.1, august 12th 1999



Figures scaled to textwidth



Reference added to Bowman reverse architecting articles



Figure 1: "Linux" replaced by "Unix (Linux)"

Version 2, august 11th 1999



Section "Users, Desktops and Servers": decomposed in 2 subsections



Figure 2: 2 users added which use the same desktop



Figure 3 ("Desktop and server side by side"): replaced by a client only figure. The text is adapted to match the new figure.



Figure 4:
– added a label "services"
– added toolkits
– added LessTif
– some minor cosmetical improvements



table 2 changed from a general mapping into a mapping for a minimal PC configuration; The text is adapted to match the new table.



appended the History

Version 1, august 6th 1999
Initial version.
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